
JURA – If you love coffee

A7 from JURA
Top innovation P.E.P.®: Pulse extraction process

JURA standard features
Variable brewing chamber, from 6 g to 10 g 

Intelligent Pre-Brew Aroma System (I.P.B.A.S.©) 

Second, ground coffee 

Hot water function 

Height-adjustable coffee spout 

Energy Save Mode (E.S.M.©) 

Multi-level AromaG3 grinder 

CLARIS filter cartridge 

High-performance pump, 15 bar 

Thermoblock heating system 

Intelligent preheating 

Integrated rinsing, cleaning and descaling programme 

Integrated milk system rinsing and cleaning programme 

Adjustable water hardness 

Zero-Energy Switch or power switch 

Specific benefits
One-Touch function 

Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®) 

Plain text display 

Rotary Switch 

Recognition for second, ground coffee 

Monitored aroma preservation cover 

Settings and programming options
Programmable amount of water 

Amount of water adjustable for each preparation 

Programmable coffee strength 10 levels
Coffee strength adjustable for each preparation 

Programmable brewing temperature 2 levels
Programmable switch-off time 

Also supplied as standard
Container for milk system cleaning 

In figures
Height-adjustable dual spout (milk/coffee) 55 – 138 mm
Height-adjustable hot-water spout 55 – 138 mm
Water tank fill volume 1.1 l
Coffee grounds container (servings) approx. 9
Bean container with aroma preservation cover 125 g
Cable length approx. 1.1 m
Voltage 230 V AC
Power 1450 W
Energy consumption in energy-saving mode (E.S.M.©) 4.7 Wh
Standby power 0 W
Weight 9.9 kg
Dimensions (W × H × D) 23.9 × 32.3 × 

44.5 cm
Colour Piano White

Hygiene
standards

CERTIFIED

A7

Technical data

Benefits at a glance
 � Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®) optimises extraction 

time to guarantee professional quality, barista-style 
coffee

 � Maximum aroma, even when preparing two speciality 
coffees, at the touch of a button

 � One-Touch function for a range of specialities from 
 espresso and latte macchiato to milk foam and hot water

 � Coffee strength is adjustable on a continuous scale and 
AromaG3 grinder is twice as fast – for coffee the way you 
like it
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Top innovation P.E.P.®: The perfect espresso thanks to the Pulse Extraction Process
JURA has perfected the complete brewing process for short speciality coffees. That‘s 
why the A7 prepares these beverages to the high standard you would expect in a coffee 
bar. The multi-level AromaG3 grinder ensures that the coffee is optimally ground. It  
always grinds the beans fresh, quickly yet gently to preserve the aroma. The variable 
brewing unit has a capacity of 6 to 10 grams and ensures the ideal brewing conditions 
at all times. The Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®) developed by JURA optimises the 
extraction time. To make a ristretto or espresso, it forces the hot water through the 
ground coffee at short intervals. This process allows the flavours of the coffee to fully 
develop. With eight intensity levels, coffee lovers can customise their coffee just the 
way they like it.

Maximum aroma, even when preparing two speciality coffees, at the touch of a 
button
Whether it‘s preparing just one cup of coffee or two simultaneously, the A7 guarantees 
the ultimate taste experience every single time. At the touch of a button, the beans 
are ground with the AromaG3 grinder in half the time but with all the delicious flavour 
preserved and the espresso or coffee is extracted under optimum brewing conditions, 
before flowing into the cup and being crowned with a rich yet delicate crema.

A whole host of specialities at the touch of a button
Equipped with One Touch technology, the A7 is a master of the entire range of speciality 
coffees. Exciting drinks finished with milk and milk foam, such as latte macchiato or 
cappuccino, can be easily prepared at the touch of a button. A portion of milk foam  
is just as easy to prepare. The advanced fine foam technology ensures fine milk foam 
that‘s as light as air every time. The elegant, height-adjustable dual spout can be  
adjusted on a continuous scale to all standard cups and glasses.

Coffee should please the eye as well as the palate
Against any backdrop, the A7 in hip Piano White is a statement of outstanding taste. 
The minimalist design, the combination of high gloss and matt sections and the  
perfect touch of chrome make it pleasing to the eye and allow it to stand out superbly 
in modern, bright surroundings. 

A7
Top innovation P.E.P.®: Pulse extraction process

Coffee drinkers will love the elegant A7 
with its wide range of speciality coffees, 
unique coffee quality, intuitive operation, 
minimal space requirements and fault-
less hygiene. The distinct, clear, zero- 
compromise lines, which perfectly  
enhance the trendy white, make it a 
must-have product for fans of good  
design. The Pulse Extraction Process 
(P.E.P.®) optimises the extraction time 
and guarantees the very best aroma 
even for short specialities. As a genuine 
One-Touch machine, JURA‘s small variant 
is a master of all specialities from latte 
macchiato, cappuccino and milk foam 
to coffee, espresso or hot water – at  
the touch of a button. It also delivers 
exemplary energy efficiency thanks to 
its energy-saving mode.


